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It is important to note that rapid prototyping, based on The proposed process stands out for the attainable degree tion. Structure characterization was done by SEM (Fig. 2) . demolding.
280
The replication trials have been performed on a Ferromatik
281
Elektra 50S injection molding machine (see Fig. 3c ) which is 282 equipped with necessary features like tool evacuation and Fig. 1 Incorporation of fractal texture to computer-aided designs and rapid prototypes obtained in acrylic resin using digital light processing for their use as "green parts" (left a textured cell culture platform, right a textured microdevice). We acknowledge Prof. Dr. Jürgen Stampfl, from the Technical University of Vienna, for the access and help when using their digital light processing machine. Adapted from the Handbook of Advanced Design and Manufacturing Technologies for Biodevices [24] U
vario-thermal-temperization. The latter means that the core of 284 the molding tool is heated up prior to the material injection.
285
After filling, the tool core is cooled down to a temperature It is important to note that, being the surfaces fractal at the cell culture platform (Fig. 7) , a maximum profile Q6 Fig. 7 Optical reconstruction of the microtextured fractal cell culture platform (upper image) and of the microsystem with fractal channels for studying cell motility (lower image)
height of 700 μm (R t =700 μm) can be seen, while R t 422 of the original CAD design reaches a value of 750 μm.
423
The difference can be explained considering not only 
463
Regarding future studies, it will be important to focus 
